
Suburban	Football	Club	

CONFLICT	OF	INTEREST	POLICY	

The Purpose of this policy is to eliminate any conflict or perceived bias in decisions and policies 
made by the club. 

Officers/Directors who have, or could reasonably be seen to have, a conflict of interest have a 
duty to declare this interest. The declaration should be made to the Board of Directors when the 
possibility of a conflict is realized. 

The policy on conflict of interest pertains to financial or business issues, as well as matters 
impacting teams or players as follows: 

A. This policy is primarily intended to make known the outside interest conflicts that may 
affect Club business. Anyone doing private business with an interested business 
associate must declare their association to the executive prior to the commencement of 
discussions or related matters.

B. This policy is also intended to make known the personal interest conflicts that may affect 
club operation. However, discretionary exclusions may be necessary (see example 
situation described below). Any Officer/Director or club official (coach, club 
representative) with a personal interest in a team or player must declare that association 
to the Board prior to the commencement of discussions or action on related matters. (In 
the case of a parent coaching his or her own child, such declaration will be deemed not 
necessary as the Board, through the Club Manager and will have full knowledge of that 
situation.) The Club President (or eligible highest-ranking club official in attendance) will 
determine under the specific circumstances of the situation as to whether the person in 
the conflict of interest position will be permitted to vote or speak on the related subject.

(Example: A coach may have one or more children or relations as players on his 
team. In such a case the perception of conflicts of interest could arise during normal 
team operations. In order to maintain his authority in team operational matters, it 
would normally be appropriate for the coach to remain in full charge of decisions 
pertaining to the operation of that particular team. However, when specific issues 
which may be perceived to be the product of a conflict of interest arise, that coach 
will be strongly encouraged to have the issue reviewed with/by the Club President 
and/or his designate, in order to erase or counter or to rectify any perceptions of 
inappropriate behaviour. The decision of the Club President will be final in these 
matters.) 

C. A conflict of interest does not prevent a member from serving as an Officer/Director
provided he/she withdraws from the decision making and removes themselves from
input completely on matters pertaining to that interest. The withdrawal should be
recorded in the minutes.

Procedure: 

If a member of Suburban FC has a concern that falls within the conflict of interest policy, please 
refer to the conflict resolution policy  


